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1 Artificial Intelligence, Music Recommendation, and the Curation of Culture

Our access to the media that we cherish and love—from music 
to movies to books and more—is undergoing fundamental 
changes thanks to recent developments in artificial intelligence 
(AI). From the use of AI in the production process—there are 
bots that can generate “photos,” and algorithms that have 
been signed to “record deals”—to AI-driven recommendation 
engines that deliver us personalized movie or TV recommen-
dations, artificial intelligence is emerging as a key buzzword 
and technology in the cultural industries. Media and cultural 
goods like music, books, and video that have traditionally been 
distributed through radio and televisions stations, cinemas, 
public libraries, and retail stores now circulate on digital plat-
forms and services like Spotify, iTunes, Pandora, YouTube, and 
Netflix, where a variety of AI-driven technologies shape how this 
cultural content is packaged, presented, and discovered. These 
innovations may seem like simply a new way to receive the 
same kind of media we’ve always enjoyed. But much research 
remains to be done on the cultural and societal impacts of 
these AI and algorithmically-driven developments as they influ-
ence the production, circulation, and consumption of culture.

To address this need, in the fall of 2019, we held a two-day 
workshop on “AI, Recommendation, and the Curation of Culture” 
in conjunction with CIFAR’s Pan-Canadian Artificial Intelli-
gence Strategy to explore the issues surrounding the increas-
ing use of artificial intelligence and recommendation engines 
in the cultural industries, using music as a particularly salient 
case study. The workshop was designed to include a diversity 
of stakeholders, from users and media scholars to computer 

scientists, content creators, and platforms/music distribution 
companies. We intended to stoke dialogue and discussion 
amongst these stakeholders in order to help bridge technical 
and ethical divides between these different communities. Our 
aim was collectively to think through more socially and ethically 
informed system development and more technically informed 
media analyses that are attuned to the power of creative arts 
at the level of individual identities, local art and music scenes, 
and regional and (post)national cultural communities.

We began the workshop focused on a few central themes. We 
were interested, first, in the long-term impacts of AI-driven tech-
nologies on cultural consumption and creation. For example, AI 
recommendation systems employ data on consumer behaviour 
while also directly influencing consumer choices, thereby shap-
ing cultural literacies as well as medium- and long-term trends 
in consumption and taste. Similarly, algorithmic distribution 
may influence creators’ incentives about what type of content 
to produce in order to receive exposure to listeners or reach 
fans. We intended the workshop to generate discussion on these 
matters, while also addressing the possibilities of creating and 
coding algorithms and recommendation systems that work for 
the good of the various cultures and communities involved.

A second central theme was the need to weigh against the 
excessively normative power of existing AI-driven technologies 
so as to enable them to serve diverse communities and give 
access to diverse genres of music, culture, and art. On the one 
hand, many AI-based recommendation systems incorporate key 
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social and cultural variables such as gender, race, ethnicity, 
and genre as ranking signals that have significant implications 
for the results provided to consumers. While recommendation 
algorithms are always socially and culturally inflected, then, 
relying on overly generalized demographic and identity classi-
fications simplifies more complicated and overlapping catego-
ries with the risk of reinforcing rigid, simplistic, and misleading 
identitarian boundaries. The algorithms can privilege content 
or relationships that are well-represented and known, already 
proven and popular over the novel, innovative, and different. 
When these assumptions get fed back into databases and algo-
rithmic inputs, they perpetuate and deepen essentialist suppo-
sitions about identities, practices, and tastes in opaque ways. 
Even when consumer representations do not explicitly adopt 
pre-defined categorical variables—as with so-called learned 
representations—the influence of data biases due either to 
population demographics or to platform ecosystems and the 
normative assumptions encoded in objective functions and 
model architectures can result in similar problems (Broussard 
2018, Noble 2018, Benjamin 2019). We intended our work-
shop to reflect on the ways in which implicit and explicit biases 
are built into the design of digital platforms and how they are 
likely to affect the use of such platforms.

We also realized, however, that the curation of culture has 
always involved, and always will involve, balancing compet-
ing objectives. Recommendation systems can be optimized for 
different objectives, including those of consumers (e.g. access-
ing relevant or stimulating content), creators (e.g. reaching 
new audiences and fans), or distributors (e.g. gaining reve-
nue). Yet how recommendation systems balance these objec-
tives is opaque. Moreover, while unique access to consumption 
data allows recommendation systems ostensibly to improve 
recommendations for creators and consumers, there are incen-
tives to use data to generate first-party cultural content either 
through in-house creators or generative algorithms, practices 
that threaten to displace artists and creators—whether or not 
they have equal or similar access to consumption data. A 
general principle at stake here is the way that the extraction 
of personal data has been privatized and corporatized by cura-
tion platforms, but as yet without any public interest debate 
or regulatory intervention in terms of the potential for a rebal-
ancing through accountability and transparency. In the current 
situation where AI and algorithmically-driven recommendation 
systems are typically built on closed, proprietary code and data, 
how can we understand and audit these systems to uncover, 
and debate, whose interests and objectives are being optimized 
for, in which ways, and why?

During our two-day workshop, these three themes became the 
starting point for expansive discussions on the role of AI and 
algorithmically-driven recommendation systems in the curation 
of culture. This document presents key debates, ideas, and 
avenues for future research that emerged from the event. In 
particular, we report on six priorities that emerged from the 
group, which we use as structuring elements for the body of 
this document: 1) Assumptions built into recommendation 
systems; 2) AI’s impacts on platformization and music produc-

tion as, in turn, they affect musical forms; 3) AI’s influence 
on the political economy of music distribution, media adver-
tising, and social media; 4) The effects of global services on 
local musical cultures in relation to issues of diversity; 5) 
AI’s long-term impact on cultural consumption, including the 
consequences of music services’ data collection and curation 
practices for how users discover and experience music; and 6) 
Competing logics of algorithmic “optimization.” We conclude 
by drawing out a number of 7) Recommendations for regulatory 
and policy interventions, and 8) Directions for future research.

Before addressing each of these sections, we want to state at 
the outset that, as we shared our various definitions of and 
ideas about AI, we recognized that AI is not just a specific 
technology, or suite of technologies. It’s also a set of discourses 
about technology that encompasses a series of questions: what 
does AI mean to everyday users? How does the business press 
write about AI? And how do companies that use AI talk about 
it to attract users or investors? AI, we observed, is part tech-
nology, part discourse, and part hype—what Kate O’Riordan 
(2017) calls an “unreal object.” It is a technological manifes-
tation, a rhetorical tool, and a rich surface for dreams, fanta-
sies, and cultural and commercial speculations. It is a magnet 
for venture capital, a strategic tool for attracting research fund-
ing, and a lure for businesses and organizations that seek to 
automate, optimize, and outsource complicated tasks. It is 
at once a promise, a technical reality, and a volatile exper-
iment that deepens interdependencies between humans and 
machines in ways we do not yet understand but that are none-
theless advancing with accelerating speed.

AI is real for, and felt by, those living in the midst of its outputs: 
those profiled by facial recognition systems, those assessed 
by credit-ranking algorithms, those receiving treatment based 
on machine-assisted medical evaluations, and those indepen-
dent artists cut out of the market for popular music by corpo-
rate platforms. At the same time, AI is an abstract idea that 
raises fear, embodies hope, and fills markets, governments, 
and cultural domains with an intoxicating sense of hypermo-
dernity and cutting-edge progress. AI is “unreal” because it is 
a set of real technologies but also a receptacle for conflicting, 
competing, and sometimes contradictory imaginaries of what 
AI can do or will be able to do.

By demystifying terms like “artificial intelligence,” “machine 
learning,” and “algorithmic recommendation,” we wanted to 
account for the fact that these terms have meanings that are 
wildly divergent, depending on which constituency or audi-
ence is using them. From the realm of science fiction, we have 
visions of AI as a means of using computing to get machines 
to do tasks that normally require human intelligence. From the 
perspective of engineers building these technologies, AI is the 
collection of inferential statistics applied as a central compo-
nent of advanced computational systems. From the perspective 
of public and private investors, these terms signal state-of-the-
art technologies and forecast profitability. From the perspective 
of musicians, the same terms connote risks of redundancy and 
threats to livelihood, but also tools for music creation. From 
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the perspective of social justice workers, the involvement of AI 
can ameliorate systemic injustices—but more often reinforces 
them.

Ultimately, there is nothing artificial about artificial intelli-
gence, nor necessarily intelligent in the usual meanings of the 
term. Algorithms are deeply human and non-human in both 
their conception and deployment, so to suggest that AI and 
algorithms are purely technical entities is inadequate. AI is 
more than a simple technology; in regard to recommendation it 
consists, rather, of a set of relationships between creators, cura-
tors, audiences, commercial entities, engineers, and machines. 
If we conceive of AI as unreal in this way, we can understand 
it as a new incarnation of much longer entanglements between 
culture and technology. Caught between machine learners, 
algorithmic classification systems, and techno-assisted ways of 
seeing, hearing, and sensing, the workshop left us wondering: 
what is AI doing? What do we want it to be doing? What do we 
fear? What do we anticipate? How does the hype surrounding 
AI shed light on currents in society? What does it obscure? And 
how can we formulate and engage in a positive and productive 
critique of AI and the uses of AI without contributing to its 
fetishization?

We reflected, finally, on how many of the claims made about AI 
and its potential benefits and drawbacks for a cultural indus-
try like music were not necessarily new. Social theorists have 
long theorized the relationship between human agency, social 
structures, and technologies, but how can we best draw upon 
social theories that pre-date these systems to understand how 
AI and algorithmic recommendation systems enable, transform, 

or constrain social action? Should we view algorithms as struc-
tural properties of social systems that are both the medium 
and the outcome of the practices that constitute these systems 
(Giddens 1984)? Or should we leave behind the sociological 
concept of structure altogether, and see AI and algorithmic 
recommendation as themselves actors participating in mate-
rial-semiotic relations with other actors (Latour 1988)? One 
productive approach is to view these automated systems as 
institutions—doing in a new way what social institutions have 
always done: “making routine decisions, solving routine prob-
lems, and doing a lot of regular thinking on behalf of individu-
als” (Douglas 1986, 47).

It is also worth remembering that the arrival of other, earlier, 
curation technologies brought about similar levels of hype, 
excitement, and fear. The advent of radio DJs, the iPod’s 

“shuffle” button, and online digital distribution: each of these 
developments raised similar questions about the assumptions 
built into these then-new models of cultural curation, the 
effects of the technologies on the production of music and 
the political economy of the music industry, and their impact 
in mediating local and global music cultures. While the work-
shop was very interested in what was new about algorithmic 
recommendation and other uses of AI in music, we also recog-
nized how these new technologies often re-frame, exacerbate, 
and revive long-standing issues. In other words, we advocate 
tempering the hype and claims of novelty surrounding AI and 
recommendation algorithms with a critical historical perspec-
tive that locates AI as simply the latest iteration of a much 
longer entanglement of cultures and technologies (Marvin 
1988, Gitelman 2008, Sterne 2012).
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One of the main ways that AI influences the distribution of 
cultural goods is through algorithmically-generated recom-
mendations. In online platforms such as Spotify, Netflix, or 
YouTube, recommendation algorithms automatically suggest 
pieces of content that a user can choose to consume. Often 
these recommendations occur in context: the recommended 
track or album may be different at the startup of the applica-
tion from when the user reaches the end of an album. Recom-
mendation systems are omnipresent on online platforms so 
that a user can always make an easy choice. In certain situ-
ations, streaming platforms will even “autoplay” algorithmic 
recommendations; paradoxically, users have their “choice” 
chosen for them.

Recommendation systems are sociotechnical systems (Bijker, 
Hughes, and Pinch 1987, Bijker and Law 1992). They are the 
result of a collective design process, involving many people 
in many roles—algorithm designers, user data researchers, 
data scientists and engineers, product managers, and more—
who build these systems based on a series of assumptions: 
about the nature of users, about the problems recommen-
dation engines are apparently solving and the goals they are 
intended to serve, and about the nature of music itself. Such 
assumptions are embedded in recommendation systems so 
that, when the ensuing cultural curation is multiplied across 
the billions of recommendations presented to users by online 
platforms, they significantly affect the nature of individual 
cultural experiences. Moreover, the process is magnified and 
multiplied cumulatively, across time, and globally, across 
populations, regions, and cultures. The total magnitude of 
effects represents an unprecedented degree of automatized 
intervention in the way people and communities encoun-
ter and experience culture. Unpacking the assumptions built 
into recommendation systems is therefore an urgent task. We 
break it down into three main elements: 1) Understanding who 
builds recommendation systems and the social organizations 
and institutions in which they are embedded; 2) Unpacking 
the theory of the listening subject built into recommenda-
tion engines, one with uncanny resemblance to the neolib-
eral subject (Rose 1992, Gershon 2011); and 3) Exploring 
the theory of music at play in algorithmic recommendation, 

one with an uncanny likeness to recorded versions of global 
commercial popular music.

Understanding who builds recommendation systems

Recommendation systems, like any technology, are shaped by 
those who create them. The first research direction we propose 
under this theme is to better understand who is involved in 
building them, what their demographic profile is, and how 
this shapes their design practices—for example, through the 
potentially gendered social imaginaries that recommenda-
tion engineers bring to product conceptualization and design 
(cf. Oudshoorn 2003, Oudshoorn et al. 2004). This suggests 
the need for research not only on the demographics of lead-
ing platforms but also their company structure, the division 
of organizational roles, team and unit formation, as well as 
particularly influential figures like user researchers and algo-
rithm designers. To take a much-discussed example: it is well-
known that women and people of colour are underrepresented 
in the technology sector (Broussard 2018). Without enough 
of these voices “in the room,” the impact of design decisions 
on specific groups may not be adequately addressed. These 
underrepresented groups tend also to be poorly represented 
in the higher echelons of the corporate chain of command 
at media platform companies. Hence, even when there are 
diverse voices in the room, they may be present only in posi-
tions with relatively little control over decision-making and 
design. Moreover, recommendation systems are highly tech-
nical and require advanced mathematical and computa-
tional expertise. But due to academic disciplinary divisions, 
engineers and researchers with these forms of expertise are 
unlikely also to possess requisite tools and insights from the 
social sciences and cultural studies that would equip them to 
analyze the implications of their design decisions. If appro-
priate critical cultural expertise is not sufficiently represented 
in the design community, the potentially negative as well as 
positive social and cultural implications of recommendation 
systems are unlikely to be addressed. Understanding the exist-
ing demographic and disciplinary makeup of the builders of 
recommendation systems is, then, one key to unpacking the 
assumptions built into recommendation systems.

1. ASSUMPTIONS BUILT INTO 
RECOMMENDATION SYSTEMS
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Unpacking the theory of the listening subject built into 
recommendation systems

The second element we want to highlight involves unpacking 
the theory of the listening subject at play in recommendation 
systems. Those involved in designing recommendation systems 
rely on models of individual listeners to guide who they are 
designing for. These models may be informal and intuitive, 
based on personal experience; qualitative models based on 
corporate user research; quantitative models based on infor-
mation retrieval effectiveness “metrics;” or statistical associ-
ations between listener behaviour and delayed outcomes like 
user retention. Such models clearly affect how recommenda-
tion systems operate. So the questions arise: how representa-
tive are the models of individual users being employed? From 
what data are these models derived, and interpreted according 
to which disciplines or paradigms? Are more “valuable” users 
given more attention than others? Any summation of an evolv-
ing user population must leave some people out—who are 
they? Feedback and data signals play a crucial function in the 
design process—so if user models evolve, in what ways and 
how are recommendation system designers updating them? 
What data is used, and how are metrics and feedback signals 
interpreted and operationalized? While these questions as yet 
remain unanswered, one thing is clear: it is that recommen-
dation systems make highly normative assumptions about the 
listening subjects they model and whom they purport merely 
to serve.

Recommender models of listening both presume and create 
what Robert Prey (2018) calls “algorithmic individuation”: 
a particular, abstracted idea of the listening subject that 
amounts to a summation of serial acts of individual behaviour, 
specifically acts of “choice,” that are then built into the algo-
rithm. Crucially, “along with being subjected to identification 
practices [by recommendation systems], individuals are also 
subjectified by them” (Prey 2018, 1088)—that is, listen-
ers’ subjectivities are iteratively moulded through interaction 
with the systems. In recommendation systems, then, iden-
tity categories “are not determined at the outset, but rather 
performed into being through the user’s actions” (ibid., 1088). 
Probabilities prevail: hence, “A visitor to a website might be 
identified as a ‘Caucasian’ man with a confidence measure 
of 79% (Cheney-Lippold 2017, 34) and this measure may 
rise or fall based on a subsequent purchase on the site. From 
this perspective, the ‘data subject’ is essentially a process in 
development” (Prey 2018, 1088). For John Cheney-Lippold, 
such processes create a “cybernetic relationship to identifi-
cation,” in which essentialist notions of identity are replaced 
by “pliable behavioural models” (Cheney-Lippold 2011, 168). 
Similarly, Nick Seaver’s (2019) anthropological study of the 
music informatics researchers designing recommendation 
systems explores how certain models of the listening subject––
in their case, assumptions about how contemporary listeners 
have access to more music than they could ever hope to listen 
to, and therefore need music services to help them manage 
it—became the basis for the design paradigm behind their 
recommendation systems. 

Precisely how the “algorithmic individuation” is modelled 
varies across platforms and is constantly being redesigned 
internally. The “raw data” of a listener comes from a variety of 
sources. On-platform data is gathered from aggressive telem-
etry applications. Simple play counts (i.e. counting which 
specific songs have been played or skipped) are the core of 
many recommendation system algorithms. But on-platform 
data also includes timestamps of when songs were played or 
skipped, contextual information (e.g. was the recommenda-
tion requested on the home screen, or on an artist’s profile 
page?), and even granular interaction data (e.g. scrolling). 
Off-platform data can be provided by users during registra-
tion (e.g. demographic data) or procured from data partner-
ships with other companies. Both on-platform and off-platform 
data can be used to derive abstracted concepts. Demographic 
labels can also be imputed using AI. Songs can be augmented 
with metadata (e.g. Pandora’s Music Genome Project) which 
are then aggregated and integrated with metadata collected 
on individual listeners. These data representing the listener 
are weighed and leveraged in context-specific recommenda-
tion decisions. Moreover, behavioural data can be used to 
infer whether a specific recommendation was satisfying to the 
listener. The “data subject” presumed and performed into 
existence by music streaming services therefore responds to 
every interaction a listener has with a musical item, which 
are recorded in real-time, creating a dynamic record of the 
user’s evolving, non-essential musical tastes and responses. 
Rather than reified intersectional identity attributes (gender, 
race, ethnicity, class, age, and so on) being the grounding for 
how recommendation systems hail the listener, “one’s ‘algo-
rithmic identity’ is in a constant state of modulation” (Prey 
2018, 1088). Hence, in addition to the malleability of cate-
gorical assignments, the categories themselves are diffuse and 
change in response to user behaviour, especially in so-called 
representation learning systems such as deep neural networks. 

The kinds of person envisaged and performatively cultivated by 
recommendation systems are also illuminated by writers who 
have addressed how neoliberal governmentality shapes our 
subjectivities (Rose 1992, Gershon 2011). For these authors, 
neoliberalism issues an injunction regarding the cultivation 
of individual selves: “Become whole, become what you want, 
become yourself: the individual is to become... an entrepre-
neur of itself, seeking to maximize its own powers, its own 
happiness, its own quality of life, though enhancing its auton-
omy and then instrumentalizing its autonomous choices in the 
service of its lifestyle. The self is to style its life through acts 
of choice, and when it cannot conduct its life according to this 
norm of choice it is to seek expert assistance” (Rose 1992, 
11). AI’s escalating role in delivering exactly the “expert assis-
tance” foreseen here, in many areas of life, is perhaps uncon-
tentious––and in recommendation systems it comes to fruition 
in the curation of culture and music. In this vein, the norma-
tive listening subject is presumed to be someone faced with an 
overwhelming world historical archive of music online, some-
one who, when faced with those “acts of choice” that style 
her life, feels a need for the assistance of the recommenda-
tion algorithm to navigate music and make her relationship 
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with music manageable. But she is also someone whose musi-
cal tastes and interests are presumed to evolve according to 
a universal logic derived from an analysis of the aggregated 
behaviour of millions of listeners. Any alternative idea that 
musical taste or musical identity might evolve or be enlivened 
by moving in unpredictable directions—by jumps, or breaks, 
or through unruly processes of branching, drifting, negation, 
inversion, difference, or dissension, or through camp or surreal 
associations—is unconscionable in this modelling.

Seaver’s anthropological study of music informatics research-
ers confirms these assumptions about the listening subject 
built into recommendation systems. His interviewees repeat-
edly noted “what had come to seem obvious: contemporary 
music listeners have access to more music than they could 
ever hope to listen to, and they need something to help them 
manage it. In conversation, it was easy to forget that on-de-
mand, large-catalog subscription services like Spotify had 
only existed for a few years… The resulting problem was what 
psychologists call ‘the paradox of choice’ (Schwartz 2004) or 
‘choice overload’” (Seaver 2019, 4-5).

What is certain is, once again, that recommendation systems 
are highly normative about the listening subjects projected 
and then designed into the system, whether that normativity 
relates to the conception of the listening “individual” being 
catered for, or to assumed segmentations or aggregations of 
listener populations. Recommender models engaged in algo-
rithmic individuation not only reduce the complex, multifac-
eted nature of human subjectivities but they downplay and 
effectively deny the social and the embodied dimensions of 
music listening. It is the profoundly normative set of base 
assumptions about the listening subject outlined here on which 
we urgently need more research, with the results fed back into 
the cultures of algorithmic design so as to mitigate and trans-
form the existing normative models, and, thereby, their perfor-
mative effects on listening. We urgently need research probing 
the distance between such models and the diversity of users’ 
actual listening practices and curatorial desires, particularly 
those not captured by the models. Building critical self-reflec-
tion on these issues into the cultures of design of recommen-
dation systems is, then, a crucial step towards creating more 
musically, socially, and culturally aware and responsive algo-
rithms and recommendation systems. In naming these issues, 
we seek to stimulate debate about them with the engineering 
community, with the intention of achieving a greater diversi-
fication of how listening, and the evolution of musical experi-
ence, are understood and modelled.

Exploring the theory of music at play in algorithmic recom-
mendation

The third element of the assumptions built into music recom-
mendation systems that we want to highlight is how such 
systems embody a theory of music: that is, a set of underly-
ing assumptions about what music is. At base this turns on 
music being conceived as a form of numerical information, 
a signal. As Seaver puts it: “In the computer, an audio file 

is a long list of numbers for telling speakers how to vibrate... 
The fundamental task of computer audition is to reduce that 
series of numbers, typically 44,100 of them a second in CDs 
or MP3s, to a much smaller set that meaningfully represents 
the content. These smaller sets are called ‘feature represen-
tations’ (in that they represent not the audio itself, but rele-
vant features of it) and they serve as the input for higher-level 
algorithms” (Seaver 2015, 1). Pursuing the question of what 
music is, Seaver expands: “To treat music as a signal means 
to treat it as a series of numbers laden with pattern... At one 
scale, we find pitches—an A vibrating at 440 Hz. At another, 
we find tempo—120 beats per minute. Melody, rhythm, and 
meter repeat on their own timescales, and at a higher scale 
we find song structure: verse and chorus repeating a few times 
over the course of a few minutes”. Music becomes, then, 
formal patterns latent in “the data stream, just waiting to be 
mathematically recognized” (2015, 2). 

What we hope to highlight here is how this theory—or ontol-
ogy—of music has the effect of absenting or externalizing 
(Callon 1998) crucial features of music and musical expe-
rience long cherished by listeners, musicians, and partici-
pants in many of the world’s diverse music cultures, and long 
analyzed by humanist scholars from musicology, ethnomusi-
cology, and music sociology: music’s embeddedness in and 
dependence upon the body, the socialities of performance as 
they are animated among performers and audiences, mate-
rial sound-producing and sound-transmitting devices such as 
musical instruments and loudspeakers, and particular venues, 
locations, and sonic environments. 

As such, machine learning-based classifications of audio 
features may be highly efficient, but they do not necessar-
ily reflect an intelligent analysis of music, nor do they entail 
any real understanding of the nature of what music is taken 
to be in many cultures around the world. As yet, recommen-
dation systems do not even process how human auditory 
systems always mediate acoustic signals, creating subjective 
experiences of music that are, again, diverse and profoundly 
encultured. Moreover, computer models of audio features are 
usually based on very particular qualities drawn from record-
ings of global commercial popular music, rather than reflect-
ing the breadth of musical sounds and cultures worldwide. 
We suggest, then, that another area to which existing profes-
sional cultures of algorithmic design need to become sensi-
tive is what computational representations of musical sound 
currently leave out.

Ultimately, the theory (ontology) of music immanent in recom-
mendation systems depends on very particular qualities drawn 
from global commercial popular music that are then reified 
by the systems and universalized as though they are essen-
tial features of all musics. Central facets of this process are: 
the substitution of sound recordings for music’s existence per 
se, when recording is itself a radical transformation of music 
and a practice alien to many of the world’s music cultures 
(Deo 2022); the elevation of machine-readable music scores 
as a core information source, as though, again, they are a 
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universal feature of the world’s musics, when scores are an 
irrelevance to oral/aural, non-notated musics; the elevation of 
such features as pitch contour, tempo, metre, and beat as 
universally relevant and primary expressive musical features 
as opposed to all the other aesthetic and expressive dimen-
sions central to musics worldwide; and the assumption that 
the 3 to 5 minute “track” is a universal formal unit of music. 
Such problematic universalizations of what are very specific 
and limited aspects of music may in part be explained, once 
again, by a lack of interdisciplinary collaboration. Notably, the 

music informatics research underpinning recommendation 
system design appears not to have developed in close dialogue 
with those fields that specialize in the qualitative analysis of 
music—ethnomusicology, musicology, music sociology, music 
analysis. The transformation of the science behind music 
recommendation that would stem from such dialogue—and 
thus change the theory of music built into recommendation—
is urgently needed, but as yet there are few signs of these 
developments, and especially of them making a difference to 
recommendation design.
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AI’s impact is also being felt directly by musicians creating 
music with artificially intelligent technologies, as well as by 
those creating music for platforms that employ AI and recom-
mendation algorithms as part of their back-end infrastructure 
for making content discoverable. How should we conceptualize 
the role of AI both as a set of production tools and as an essen-
tial part of the infrastructure of music discovery and distri-
bution? And how can we best understand these sometimes 
exciting and often anxiety-inducing changes within a longer 
history of sociotechnical and institutional entanglements?

From the perspective of those making music for new plat-
form-based distribution environments, the platforms them-
selves impact on how musicians craft and create their music. 
As platforms like Spotify become the primary means of distri-
bution and circulation for music and other content, they begin 
to shape the ways in which music is produced and readied for 
them, either through the explicit policies, rules, and guide-
lines they impose (e.g. songs only accrue royalties after 30 
seconds, “albums” can have a maximum 100 songs on them, 
etc.), or through more hidden acts of infrastructural and algo-
rithmic politics (e.g. some genres and types of songs find more 
success on certain platforms than others). Cultural commodi-
ties become “contingent” in this new environment: producers 
of cultural content must work to adapt their content for the 
platforms on which they hope to appear, as well as adjust their 
business models and plans to match the ways in which the 
platforms work (Nieborg and Poell 2018, 7).

Whether it is musicians tailoring content to be playlist-friendly 
on streaming services, or artists tweaking the metadata of 
their songs so that they surface more readily in searches, or 
songwriters writing different formats of songs (i.e. many short 
songs) to receive more plays and higher royalties, there are a 
number of emerging examples of artists adjusting their music 
and sounds to match the logics of the streaming platforms on 
which they appear. The platforms’ logics are powerfully perfor-
mative: they bring about the formats and sounds they favour, 
while claiming merely to reflect the “nature” of current musical 
and cultural realities. We need research, then, on the repercus-
sions for musical creativity and music production as musi-
cians continue to uncover these logics and produce under their 
powerful influence.

For artists creating music by employing recent AI technologies, 
a whole series of other questions arise. Musicians who have 
used AI to produce tracks have tended to describe their own 
involvement in the process not so much as “composing,” but 
more as “editing” or even “directing.” They set parameters, 
the machine spits something out, they set new parameters, the 
machine learns, and so on. The music is composed through 
constant iteration, like the back-and-forth exchange between 
a writer and an editor. As Taryn Southern, who released an 
AI-generated album a few years ago, has described it:

The way I liken the songwriting process in Amper, 
or with actually many of these tools, is you become 
more of an editor or a director rather than a composer. 
You’re basically given a ton of raw material and then 
it’s your job to shape that material, to cut that mate-
rial into something interesting, to transform it. But 
you’re still using the source material from the AI 
composition tool. (Switched on Pop Podcast, ‘AI 
Music,’ 10 min 34 sec)

Of course, the parameters being manipulated are originally set 
by the AI program itself. Taryn Southern has also talked about 
how she was drawn to the cinematic soundscapes made by the 
AI tool Amper, explaining that this was probably because the 
people who founded Amper came from film composer Hans 
Zimmer’s team, which may make sense of why she found the 
soundtrack library richer than the rock/pop libraries.

When we look at AI and music production, however, it’s import-
ant to expand the lens beyond individual artists employing it in 
their music production practice. In debates about AI, the focus 
tends to be on the output; but an equally important concern is 
what is put “into” the AI––the music that constitutes the train-
ing set for AI (Drott 2020, Sturm et al. 2019). But other steps 
in the production chain also matter. For example, AI is increas-
ingly being used as an aid in the A&R process. The recently 
launched SNAFU Records calls itself “the first full-service 
record label built on AI-music discovery” of new artists (i.e. 
A&R). By automating the A&R process, SNAFU claims to be 
able to identify “undervalued” independent artists earlier 
than human A&R staff are able to. Once all of these artists 
are identified by the AI, the most promising 15-20 artists are 

2. AI’S IMPACTS ON PLATFORMIZATION 
AND MUSIC PRODUCTION
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then analyzed by the label’s in-house team. While we could 
frame this as an example of the “externalization and automa-
tion of taste” (Arielli 2018), we see again that human experts 
are not so much being removed, but rather being recast as 
editors or directors in the process—yet without having access 
to the forms of reasoning about the value of a certain artist, 
sound, or track being deployed by the machine learner, so that 
this critically important assessment of value remains opaque. 
The selection of artists delivered by AI-based A&R processes 
is, then, entirely dependent on how the system identifies and 

determines variables like “undervalued”—how it models what 
is taken to be musically innovative and of value. Along with 
examining the theory of music and the theory of the listening 
subject inscribed in the AI algorithms driving recommendation 
systems, as noted above, it is therefore clear that we also need 
to interrogate the theory of value built into these systems, and 
the way that AI, as well as the increasing pressures to be seen 
and heard on these crowded platforms, are affecting not just 
users but the very production of music itself.

“Along with examining the theory of music and the theory of the listening subject 
inscribed in the AI algorithms driving recommendation systems [...] we also 
need to interrogate the theory of value built into these systems, and the way that 
AI, as well as the increasing pressures to be seen and heard on these crowded 
platforms, are affecting not just users but the very production of music itself.”
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The impact of AI is not just felt at the level of individual artists or 
platforms. As AI is increasingly integrated into a variety of facets 
of the music industries, it also begins to re-shape the political 
economy of music distribution. This intensifies the well-known 
phenomenon of industry concentration as it is associated with 
what many now refer to as “platform capitalism” (Srnicek 2017). 
Concentration of curation and recommendation should concern 
us since it increases the powers of the platform conglomerates 
vis à vis both creators and consumers; it also impacts negatively 
on the possibility of unearthing diverse content, thereby disad-
vantaging local, national, and alternative cultural communities. 
Since the corporate platforms’ motivations and strategies for 
promoting certain musics over others are opaque, artists and 
users do not have the knowledge or tools to understand how 
AI-influenced recommendation algorithms function and why 
they recommend what they do. This opacity and the lack of 
content diversity are synergistic, and the effects are corrosive for 
democracy and the cultural infrastructure on which it depends. 
As a recent Canadian government report for UNESCO puts it: 

“Exposure to [a] diversity of content will contribute to a healthy 
public discourse, greater social [and cultural] inclusion and a 
better understanding between countries, cultures and communi-
ties” (GCR 2019, 2). 

The new platform models for music rely on a heavy investment 
in datafication: the tendency to convert everything into data, 
which is then taken to be a marker and a generator of value. 
Although the music industries have long relied on data (e.g. 
Billboard charts, Soundscan technologies, Columbia House 
Record Club, file-sharing data, etc.), the datafication of music 
is vastly amplified in an era where every play, skip, pause, and 

“like” can be captured and fed back as inputs for future cura-
torial decisions and choices. Streaming platforms become data 
brokers, connecting a vast networked market of advertisers, 
brands, and listeners. And while purchasing a subscription (at 
least on Spotify) may buy listeners out of the need to listen 
to ads, both free and subscription models are built primarily 
around the collection of data and the extraction of insights 
from that data. The business of music has, then, morphed to 
become geared as much around analyzing listening data and 
crafting discovery algorithms as it is around finding and nurtur-
ing emerging and established musicians.

In addition, the confluence of the music and computing indus-
tries achieved by the major platforms has resulted in greater 
precarity for music companies, as they begin to rely on simi-
lar funding models to those driving the tech industries. Many 
Silicon Valley companies exist only to be bought: the company 
itself is the product, and the data the company collects—
whether it’s a music company or a dating app—is an index 
of that company’s (re)sale value. In an unprecedented shift, 
in platform capitalism the service provided by a company is 
tertiary to the company’s datafied commercial value. For many 
music industry companies, this means that their material inter-
est in music has largely come to be geared around how they 
can represent themselves to investors via their data holdings—
and much less to do with the profitability of their sale of music. 
In sum, this financialization of the music industries prioritizes 
data over music, fuelling both the commercial drive to gather, 
broker, and trade data and the imperative to overcome what-
ever regulatory barriers with regard to data security and privacy 
may exist as a result of governments’ attempts to intervene in 
and oversee these markets. And the wider effect of this polit-
ical economy of the new industry is to prioritize a deep yet 
highly selective, quantified, and abstracted knowledge of user 
habits and preferences over the cultivation of the well-being 
and flourishing of musicians and audiences.

The implementation of AI and machine learning in music 
services affects different stakeholders differently. For users, 
who have now become the owners of information about their 
music preferences as well as fan labourers (Durham 2018), 
AI provides a trade-off of “mass personalization” in exchange 
for the extraction of their personal data. For designers, who 
labour within firms using machine learning, AI externalizes the 
collective aspects of music and offers an atomized approach 
focused on individuals rather than the social relationships 
at the heart of the erstwhile experience of music. For copy-
right owners, machine learning and AI can be used to exercise 
even greater controls over data and distribution. In turn, for 
musicians trying to succeed on these platforms, who are also 
users of the platforms, there is a trade-off between potentially 
gaining added access to user data (although this is far from 
assured) and concerns about the relatively weak agency they 
are likely to have over the distribution of and remuneration 
for their music. In perhaps the most extreme development, AI 

3. AI’S INFLUENCE ON THE POLITICAL 
ECONOMY OF MUSIC DISTRIBUTION
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has begun to displace musicians’ labour when used by compa-
nies to generate music (often for television or film), in this way 
transforming what were previously intermediaries and service 
providers into “creators” and copyright owners. Finally, adver-
tisers are beneficiaries of the increased amount of user data 
that AI and machine learning provide, although the process is 
a dehumanizing one in which listeners are abstracted, reduced, 
and translated into data points, fuelling the construction of 
individual listening profiles.

Ultimately, the new political economy of music, like that of 
many other tech-influenced industries, relies on an amplified 
kind of data colonialism (Couldry and Mejias 2018) in which 
audience behaviours and preferences are extracted, traded, 
and sold to advertisers and other intermediaries, as well as 
back to users in the form of “socially”-curated playlists. Iden-
tifying how these multiple changes alter the political economy 
and power structures of the former music industries—by iden-
tifying historical continuities or shifts in the industry’s power 
relations—is a compelling and a major area for future research.
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Cultural diversity, we propose, is itself a supreme human value. 
As the political theorist Bhikhu Parekh has argued: “No culture 
embodies all that is valuable in human life and develops the full 
range of human possibilities. Different cultures thus… comple-
ment each other, [and] expand each other’s horizon of thought.” 
By giving access to other cultures, cultural diversity can enable 
people to “step out of their culture,” to “see [its] contingency… 
and relate to it freely rather than as a fate… Since [it] fosters 
such vital preconditions of human freedom as self-knowledge 
[and] self-criticism, it is an objective good” (Parekh 2001, 
167). The curatorial decisions made by algorithmic recom-
mendation systems significantly affect the diversity of musi-
cal content listeners are able to encounter and consume, and 
at present there is a serious deficit of diversity. Yet posing the 
question of diversity simply in terms of whether the content of 
a given streaming service is “diverse enough” is too limited. 
Instead, we suggest, it is more productive to think of diversity 
in AI and algorithmic music technologies along four interwoven 
lines: 1) the social dimension of AI production and the need to 
diversify the demographic makeup of those responsible for the 
design of recommendation systems; 2) the question of whose 
music and which music is made visible and audible on digi-
tal music platforms; 3) the nature of the interaction between 
global services and local musical cultures, traditions and prac-
tices; and 4) the challenge of incorporating into the design and 
affordances of recommendation systems diverse conceptions 
of both listening subjects and communities of use, so as to 
combat the extreme uniformities currently built into system 
design (see section 1, above) and better nurture the diverse 
musical subjectivities and musical cultures engaging with the 
technologies.

With respect to the social dimensions of diversity, design is 
clearly a key stage in which engineers “script” envisaged uses 
into their technologies (Akrich 1992), configuring expectations 
about both users and patterns of use. As we argued in section 
1, these decisions are likely to be influenced by the social iden-
tities of the designers—along lines of gender, race, class and 
ability—since designers tend to conflate their identities and 
experiences with those of their imagined users. In short, who 
gets to engineer matters. If there is a lack of diversity among 
the people designing AI-based recommendation systems, this 
shapes not only which musics are attended to, but the variety 

of users’ tastes, needs, and preferences addressed in design 
practices. Such decisions are further amplified by the motives 
of the particular platform or company involved (e.g. to gain 
advertising revenue, increase subscriptions, etc.). Along with 
advocating greater social diversity among the community of 
designers in the leading commercial streaming services, then, 
we call for greater diversity in the institutional forms of the 
services themselves—specifically, the growth of non-profit and 
publicly-oriented recommendation systems aimed at enhanc-
ing human musical discovery and flourishing in ways that go far 
beyond the profit motives of existing services.

This speaks to the second issue, the question of whose music 
and which music is made visible and audible on digital music 
platforms. There are many dimensions at play here, includ-
ing at the level of content (e.g. genre, region of origin, release 
date, or popularity), at the level of producers (e.g. gender, age, 
race, class, and other identity markers of the creators them-
selves), and at the level of the listeners favoured by a particular 
service’s music collection (e.g. prioritized demographics, usage 
habits, identity markers, etc.). In their goal to reproduce what 
is already popular and to cater to individualized musical prefer-
ences, AI-based recommendation systems offer narrow visions 
of the variety of musical cultures that exist globally and region-
ally. Given that most services not only elevate Western pop 
music as the most visible and discoverable content but also as 
the universal model upon which curation and recommendation 
systems are built, the profound challenges posed by “other” 
musics have not yet been registered or fully incorporated into 
existing services and technologies. Take, for example, the many 
traditional, non-Western, electronic and computer musics in 
which melody, harmony, tempo, and rhythm are not primary 
aesthetic features and instead timbre, gesture, microtonality, 
melisma, spatialization, or other rhythmic subtleties prevail. 
Given that these subtleties are much more difficult to extract, 
analyze, and quantify, AI-based recommendation technologies 
cannot account for these musics as easily as they can musics 
that share aesthetic characteristics with mainstream Western 
pop. How can recommendation services, instead of ignoring 
the aesthetic features listed above, take their cues from such 
aesthetic markers of musical difference? How can a diversity 
of musics, especially those traditional and non-Western musics 
that have resisted incorporation into the global archives of 

4. THE EFFECTS OF GLOBAL SERVICES 
ON LOCAL MUSICAL CULTURES AND 
ISSUES OF DIVERSITY 
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recorded music, offer models on which to build more diverse 
curatorial processes as well as different kinds of listening 
and engagement with musical cultures? This issue is partly 
about whether or not listeners are being recommended diverse 
content through interaction with a given system; it is equally 
about whether or not a service prioritizes different aesthetic 
features and models of musical production and consumption 
in its core models and processes. 

The third aspect of diversity concerns the need to scrutinize the 
relationship between global services aiming to serve a univer-
salized global audience and local musical cultures, traditions 
and practices. From one perspective, since online streaming 
services boast catalogues composed of many millions of songs, 
it appears that users can browse and listen to music from all 
around the world. In this light, it would seem that such glob-
ally present services enable artists from every market to have 
their music exposed to people far beyond their local areas. Yet, 
without doubt, many local musics remain “undiscovered” and 
many markets are unaccounted for, and this correlates with 
both structural and more mundane barriers for artists wanting 
to be represented on these crowded platforms (e.g. the prev-
alence of English-language musics, royalty structures, etc.). 
Certainly, online streaming platforms appear to have the poten-
tial to act as a powerful force boosting the distribution and 
availability of local and regional musics. But in fact, artists 
from larger, established markets with greater resources and 
support from the traditional structures of the music indus-
tries find themselves more advantaged than ever before. The 

“winner-takes-all” economics of many streaming services mean 
that established artists receive far more plays than indepen-
dent and local musicians, with the effect that only a fraction 
of regional or local musics will ever travel beyond a country’s 
borders. Moreover, the fine and subtle gradations of musical 
difference characteristic of diverse musics may be eroded by 
the powerful but blunt search features built into algorithmic 
recommendation systems which, as noted above, have very 
limited aesthetic diversity built into their design. Indeed, in 
stark contrast to the global reach achieved by certain musi-
cians through these services, the effect of the extreme central-
ization of the global platforms is that it may become harder 
for local musicians to have their music heard even in their 
own communities. Recommendation systems therefore have 
the potential to act as a neocolonialist force in music, trained 
on data in which dominant user demographics are over-rep-
resented, and using the tastes and preferences embedded in 
this data to guide the music consumption of other musical 
cultures. Even when streaming platforms begin to collect data 
from new markets that they enter, their understanding of it is 
shaped by the early adopters in those markets, who are more 
likely to be privileged and elite, their tastes shaped by expo-
sure to Western popular music. Exacerbating these problems, 
streaming platforms have as yet not been directly incentivized 
to take action on the distribution of local music. By pursu-
ing goals of, for example, maximizing engagement and growing 
user-bases, they are therefore likely to affect the consumption 
of local music in seriously adverse ways.

Finally, we want to raise the issue of how to incorporate diverse 
conceptions of both listening subjects and communities of use 
into system design so as to combat the extreme uniformities 
and the de-contextualized and reductive models of listeners 
built into music streaming platforms. As noted in section 1, 
a theory of the human subject is built into the very design 
of recommendation systems: a human subject who is exis-
tentially overwhelmed by the abundance of the global digital 
music archive, whose evolving taste is structured by “similar-
ity” to what they already know and like, who is utterly individ-
ualized, and who seeks to maximize her/his listening events. 
If this is the driving model of the listening subject, it is one 
that reduces the cultural diversity of musical practices around 
listening. While listeners surely have a wide variety of propen-
sities to seek out diverse content—some may be satisfied by 
a narrow window of content, some may actively seek out new 
repertoire—these differences will vary across cultures, regions, 
and demographics and such variety could be better integrated 
into the design of AI-based recommendation. Furthermore, the 
design of online streaming services often obfuscates or elimi-
nates important cultural contexts for making sense of a diver-
sity of musics. “Playlists,” for example, can divorce songs from 
the contexts in which they were meant to appear or position 
them relative to other pieces in ways that were unintended or 
that may even be harmful. The architecture of the machine 
learning algorithms that underlie recommendation systems is 
focused on the individual—yet understanding and modelling 
musical cultures and histories is a highly social matter. The 
cultural and social contexts and communities in which both 
listeners and musics are embedded are largely absent from 
current services and technologies. Our question for the service 
providers and designers is: how could this be otherwise?
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The focus in existing debates around AI is often on short-term 
effects. Our conviction is that it is now urgent and overdue to 
raise the unpredictable, yet very real, medium- and long-term 
consequences of algorithmic recommendation and curation as 
they shape individual discovery, exposure, and consumption, 
as well as how these processes unfold at a large scale across 
populations, regions and cultures. Recommendation algorithms 
automate the cultural and musical space within which individ-
uals navigate music and culture through personalized track-
ing, customized recommendations, and targeted social identity 
profiling. What are the effects of these processes on the unpre-
dictable and nonlinear exchanges—with friends, family, and 
peer groups, with local and translocal, online and offline subcul-
tures—that were previously central to the formation and evolu-
tion of individual and collective musical and cultural tastes? 
Musical identity was formerly intensely entangled in other kinds 
of evolving relationship with the world, other cultural and social 
experiences. These are processes that cannot (and arguably 
should not) be captured by the rule-governed, autarchic rela-
tionship to music proffered by AI-driven recommendation. Do 
recommendation systems, in their drive to forge a path between 
an individual’s musical taste “now” and “what’s next” foreclose 
on or displace these other kinds of contingent, world-embedded, 
and world-associated musical experiences? We insist that the 

“reading” of the individual that comes from algorithms and data, 
stripped of those wider cultural and social ecologies, fuels an 
individuated, de-culturalized curation that fails to respond to, 
and ignores, the socially located nature of musical experience.

Cultural homogeneity has long been a concern for media schol-
ars focused on the industrialized production of culture (Adorno 
1978 [1938]), and algorithmic curation represents a contempo-
rary intensification of cultural standardization and atomization. 
AI-driven recommendation encourages every user to have their 
own individual customized soundtrack, and the mechanics for 
creating these individuated commodities involves reducing the 
individual to broad, blunt socio-demographic categories (e.g. 
women, aged 20-24, who listen to hip-hop). Further, current 
models of AI and algorithmic curation focus on a client-service 
type model: how can the algorithm best match what I, as an 
individual consumer, want? AI-driven services are more than 
happy to answer these kinds of questions while ignoring their 
social equivalents: how should we, as various cultures and 

communities, find connections through music? Instead, Spotify 
and like platforms encourage social features only when they can 
be tracked and linked back to individuals and data-generating 
events. The result is that musical growth and development as 
they are cumulatively governed by the algorithm are radically 
individualized and disembedded in order to be made comput-
able by a series of reductions, formalisms, and rule-governed 
uniformities. 

The likely long-term effects of these mechanisms at the heart 
of recommendation are powerful and highly disruptive: again, 
we urgently need research on these questions to feed into new 
approaches to system design. How will detaching people’s 
taste-forming musical habits from their wider ecologies 
disrupt ordinary forms of social and cultural relationality, and 
the linking of music to other forms of experience? And what 
are the likely biographical and historical consequences of 
such changes? How will the links between our musical selves 
and the social and musical communities around us shift if 
AI-driven algorithmic recommendations are not altered to 
take into account the hyperlocal needs of the countless musi-
cal scenes and subcultures that are responsible for building 
collective musical cultures?

5. AI’S LONG-TERM IMPACT ON 
CULTURAL CONSUMPTION
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Working through the themes and challenges highlighted in the 
previous sections raises key questions around how AI-driven 
recommendation systems should be optimized, and what 
notions of “quality” they might seek to embody. The answer 
to these questions will invariably look different depending on 
the position one occupies (e.g. musician, music label, data 
scientist, recommendation system designer, platform provider, 
etc.). We nonetheless offer the following initial thoughts about 
rethinking optimization and quality. 

The “quality” of an algorithm refers in computer science to how 
accurately and efficiently it transforms any given input into the 
desired output. When using the search terms “Kendrick” and 

“Lamar,” for example, a high-quality algorithm should return 
Kendrick Lamar’s latest hit songs or albums, rather than, say, 
Anna Kendrick’s song for the Trolls soundtrack. Yet in fact, the 
term “quality” encompasses much more. For a start, there are 
platform-centric models of quality. In this case, quality might 
refer to algorithms that produce results that engender low skip 
rates, or that weed out spam and false positive results. Plat-
form-centric notions of quality might also be based on oppor-
tunities for optimal data extraction, or for sponsored content 
and targeted advertising. In contrast, user-centric models of 
quality might emphasize results that deliver fast and enjoyable 
results that fit with a user’s listening profile. Quality here might 
mean the right balance of exposure to new and familiar artists, 
a fitting flow of content that reflects the user’s desired mood, 
emotions, or other contextual factors. The quality of an algo-
rithm might be conceived differently still from an artist-centric 
perspective. Artists might describe a quality recommendation 
algorithm as one that is transparent in terms of the results it 
provides, or that is as likely to lead to independent as main-
stream artists, or that engages with wider cultural factors when 
providing its results. The existence of various models of qual-
ity points, then, to issues of “fairness”: who determines which 
model of quality prevails? How transparent is knowledge about 
the “qualities” sought? And how fairly do recommendation 
algorithms work in terms of not discriminating against certain 
groups, genres, individuals, or modes of user engagement? 

Beyond these perspectives, we might think more broadly about 
what a culture-centric model of quality would look like. Machine 
learning-based recommendation systems that create person-

alized bubbles (especially those where “on-device personal-
ization” learns individual preferences and finesses them over 
time) could—as argued in the previous section—pose serious 
risks in the medium- and long-term to the existence of shared 
cultures and even to public cultural knowledge. Personaliza-
tion is seductive: it seems effortlessly to provide more of “what 
I most want.” But if we believe in notions of shared and public 
culture, a narrowing space of “what I want” may need to be 
punctuated by, or extended to include, other cultural products 
and experiences, other modes of shared engagement. What 
would be entailed in designing AI algorithms that define “qual-
ity” in terms of supporting and fostering local music scenes, 
that aim to strengthen the bonds within and between various 
musical communities, or that favour social connection around 
music and the arts? What would it mean to take as a central 
optimization goal the question of how representative of musi-
cal and cultural diversity are the dominant platforms? How can 
we incentivize mechanisms and algorithms that will broadly 
promote and represent cultural diversity? The logic of these 
questions points not only to “who” but to “what” we are opti-
mizing for in service design.

The various models of quality mentioned, and the visions of who 
and what we should be optimizing for, might contain tensions; 
they may even be incompatible. But if we adopt a culture-cen-
tric view of optimization, this is likely to promote a greater 
diversity of algorithms and AI-based technologies and related 
innovations in terms of ideas of quality and optimization. Ulti-
mately, the CIFAR workshop envisioned a world in which algo-
rithms, creators, and coders seek to represent and empower 
both enterprise and cultural diversity and autonomy. We need 
more reflection on what data means and what can be done with 
it in these regards; for example, tags, labels, and inventory 
data could be democratized so as to make them more culturally 
informed and contextually relevant. Culture must inform cura-
tion just as curation inventories and shapes culture; machine 
learning is a powerful tool that could be employed to optimize 
an array of social, cultural, and economic values and goals. 
We urge recommendation platforms, then, to find innovative 
ways to enable communities to benefit from digitization, and to 
implement new models of quality and optimization in platform 
design fuelled by cultural and social scientific insights. 

6. WHO AND WHAT ARE WE 
OPTIMIZING FOR?
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Given the competing interests behind the development and 
implementation of AI technologies for cultural curation, there 
are clear tensions between corporate private interests and 
public interests. Recognition of this fact is signalled by an 
emerging transnational political consensus that self-regulation by 
the platforms has reached its limits: hence the need for new 
thinking about regulation and co-regulation. Recent events 
in the EU and UK (via Ofcom public consultations), the US 
(Congressional hearings on platforms and political speech), 
and Australia (by the Competition and Consumer Commis-
sion around social media platforms’ publisher responsibilities) 
signal a growing political and public will to make the major 
platforms (Netflix, Spotify, social media, etc.) and their AI-related 
technologies more accountable in terms of transparency and 
their role in the curation of culture. In this light, we outline 
suggestions for both general and specific regulatory interven-
tions governing AI-informed cultural curation––among them 
matters of transparency and legibility in relation to AI technolo-
gies and algorithmic processes, and diversity in relation to both 
content and creative sources. We argue that such interventions, 
and the principles underlying them, are likely to lead to more 
equitable, empowering, and creative outcomes for audiences 
and creators. In the spirit of a white paper, we offer “blue skies” 
thinking relatively unencumbered by political realism.

Acknowledging and regulating curation and publishing

Thus far, with regard to platforms involved in domains tradition-
ally covered by media, cultural, and communication policies—
for example, social media and video streaming services—the 
main pressures towards regulation have come in relation to 
issues like “fake news,” misinformation, hate speech, and so 
on. This has been even more true as social media and other 
content platforms have made recent decisions to remove 
controversial posts or even shut down accounts of major public 
figures and politicians. Debates about these issues reveal how 
existing internet law and regulation tend to define tech compa-
nies as neutral intermediaries (equivalent to telecommuni-
cations companies), thereby sheltering them from regulation, 
rather than as publishers, editors, or curators (Gillespie 2018). 
The difficulties surrounding regulation in these areas make 
for an even more unpropitious environment for regulation of 
cultural (including music) search and recommendation—which 

are generally considered relatively unproblematic compared 
with the obvious “public sphere” functions attributed to news 
and free speech. Nonetheless, given the needs for regulatory 
intervention set out in this white paper, we contend that this is 
the first basic issue that must be faced by policy-makers and 
regulators: the platforms’ publisher and curator functions must 
be acknowledged along with due public obligations stemming 
from them, and appropriate regulatory principles and frame-
works advanced.

Concentration and vertical integration

Increasingly vast quantities of “digital content”—a euphe-
mism for digitized forms of culture, arts, and information—are 
being curated by a small number of monopolistic platforms. 
As well as concentration, the vertical integration of curation 
platforms is also an obvious area for potential regulatory atten-
tion. In contrast to the belief that digital distribution would 
bring about an industry structure characterized by a “long tail” 
(Anderson 2006), content aggregators like Amazon, Hulu, 
and Netflix have entered into digital content creation, verti-
cally integrating their operations. Napoli (2016, 343) notes 
how recent research finds that “the extent to which recom-
mendation systems use inputs such as demonstrated popu-
larity in making their recommendations can actually lead to 
greater concentration in consumption.” Effectively, “users 
are directed to popular content, which in turn enhances 
the demonstrated popularity of that content, which in turn 
further increases the likelihood of that content being recom-
mended” (ibid., 344). At the same time, content aggregators 
unable to obtain licenses to quality content on terms they find 
favourable tend to get into producing content as an alterna-
tive; hence, “licensing challenges beget vertical integration,” 
while “vertical integration creates disincentives for meeting 
the licensing fees sought by content creators” (ibid., 347). 
Moreover, successful content creators have also gotten into 
distribution (e.g. HBO, CBS). This vortex of forces favouring 
vertical integration suggests that the internet has not “dramat-
ically reconfigured the incentives for serving niche audience 
interests” (ibid., 351). Indeed, vertical integration has played 
a significant role in undermining diversity of content as well as 
audiences’ access to it.

7. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REGULATORY 
AND POLICY INTERVENTIONS
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The degree of concentration of major platforms curating 
cultural material must therefore be a regulatory priority, and it 
appears fast to be becoming one. Regulation has been and can 
be designed to control and shape “network effects” for public 
benefit, not just corporate profit, as has been the case in a 
number of countries and regions—evidenced by recent anti-
trust and competition investigations in Canada, the EU, and 
increasingly the US. Once again, the political will is intensify-
ing to address such regulatory issues.

Data collection, use, and trade

Another major area of increasing regulatory concern is the 
existence of massive structural asymmetries of information 
between platform operators and their users and suppliers. 
AI-driven curation depends on the collection and manipula-
tion of, and trade in, vast amounts of personal data, both on 
consumers and on artists and creators. In this light, govern-
ments should foreground the rights, freedoms, and empower-
ment of the public and vulnerable communities over those of 
private corporations in regard to information about the gather-
ing and processing of data taken both from the public and from 
creators.

The EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is 
currently the most developed regulatory intervention globally 
on the collection and use of personal data, introduced in 2018 
to harmonize data privacy laws across Europe. How, and in what 
ways, has it been effective? This is still debated. Radical critics 
have emphasized the way the big data economy favours both 
corporate and state surveillance, seeing liberal concerns with 
privacy and data regulation as inadequate responses (Andre-
jevic 2020, Zuboff 2019). A worrying and under-discussed 
feature of GDPR implementation is the arbitrary imbalance 
in how GDPR has been applied across different sectors. Thus, 
academic research has been burdened with onerous GDPR 
compliance obligations when compared to both journalism 
and artistic practices; in marked contrast, platform corpora-
tions appear effectively to evade GDPR enforcement, collect-
ing and transacting consumer data in de facto covert ways with 
impunity, and without effective transparency or accountability 
to consumers and citizens. This has been accompanied by a 
systematic attrition of former channels for consumer account-
ability—direct, interactive means to ask for additional informa-
tion, register complaints, or request compensation. The power 
to erect such asymmetries can surely be attributed in part to 
the “first mover” advantages stemming from the unimpeded 
establishment of monopolies in the early decades of inter-
net-based cultural commerce.

A specific issue regarding data protection and privacy concerns 
is the use by streaming platforms of large bodies of user data 
in combination with datasets from other sources derived from 
the commercial trade in data, a process that can lead to 
de-anonymization of putatively anonymous data. Moreover, 
when data is held and re-used by platform companies to profile 
particular groups of consumers, this increases the risk that 
this data becomes de-anonymized or that profiling will infringe 

on individual and privacy rights. We suggest that the porosity 
of borders between databases and the trading and sharing of 
databases across multiple platforms—sometimes owned by the 
same entity—point to the need for regulatory attention to be 
triggered when such databases reach a certain size or aggrega-
tion, itself requiring transparency.

Transparency and legibility—and their absence

Responses to the collection, use, and trade in big data by 
curation platforms has often taken the form of calls for greater 

“transparency.” But, ironically, this term is itself profoundly 
opaque, bundling together distinct if related issues that we 
intend to disentangle. The challenges covered by “transpar-
ency” are of at least three types: a) those to do with the provi-
sion of greater consumer information and empowerment; b) 
those to do with the nature and functioning of AI technologies, 
and the capacity of artists and consumers to exercise controls 
over them; and c) those associated with regulatory and/or 
governmental means of monitoring, auditing, and evaluating 
the platform companies and their services. All three challenges 
turn on institutionalizing means to empower consumers, artists, 
and regulators vis à vis curation platforms.

a. Transparency concerning consumer information and empow-
erment: An obvious feature of the use of personal data by 
music streaming services and their recommendation systems 
is that no transparency is currently provided at the interface 
level. Instead, a kind of ersatz “transparency” prevails: the 
uses to which customer data are put are covered in unreason-
ably lengthy and arcane end-user-license agreements that are 
virtually impossible for consumers to read and understand in 
their entirety. In this light, as means to redress the information 
asymmetry in data collection and use, regulation should take 
three complementary forms: it should create legal obligations 
on services to provide greater transparency over what personal 
data is being collected, why, and how it is being used; it 
should require platforms to present this information to users in 
easy-to-understand, brief, and straightforward ways—it should, 
in others words, make it available, readable, and comprehen-
sible; and it should require platforms to restore effective older 
means whereby customers are empowered to ask for further 
information, register complaints, and/or request compensa-
tion through direct, human customer service interactions. Only 
by putting the onus on platforms to make genuinely transpar-
ent the algorithmic processes determining the uses made of 
personal data and their implications for privacy will users be 
empowered to be aware of such uses and implications, and to 
make informed decisions on that basis.

b. Legibility regarding the nature and functioning of, and 
controls over, AI curation technologies: It is often remarked 
that the functioning of machine learning technologies and 
recommendation algorithms are “black boxed.” Such opacity 
has been linked, again, to calls for transparency. However, call-
ing AI curation technologies “black boxed” elides three distinct 
aspects of the phenomenon. It refers first to the commercial 
interest in maintaining proprietorial secrecy over algorithms 
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and how they function. Globally, the past decade has seen an 
accelerating growth of patenting of AI technologies, with an 
increase of over 400% worldwide in the number of published 
AI patent applications (IPO 2019, 1). In Europe, although 
algorithms are considered “computational” and “abstract” in 
nature and were previously deemed unpatentable, once applied 
to a “technical problem” or shown to have a real-world applica-
tion, patents are now regularly permitted under the European 
Patent Convention. This aspect of opacity lies at the commer-
cial core of curation platforms and, at present, it is likely to 
resist transparency imperatives.

A second meaning of “black boxing” is captured by Bruno 
Latour’s observation that “scientific and technical work is 
made invisible by its own success;” hence, “the more science 
and technology succeed, the more opaque and obscure they 
become” (Latour 1999, 304). If philosophically teasing and 
pleasing, the point has little obvious relevance for regulation; 
moreover, it is actually in tension with a little-discussed third 
and more compelling dimension of opacity, which follows.

A third aspect of the “black boxing” or opacity specifically 
of software technologies derives from the real sociotechnical 
difficulty, even for the most expert programmers, in decipher-
ing on the basis of code itself how a given piece of program-
ming works (Born 1996, 1997). This feature is a well-known 
problem within professional programming communities (e.g. 
Juhár 2019). It is this third meaning of opacity that is likely 
to be most amenable to regulation, and while it may seem to 
be in contradiction with the secrecy required by patenting, 
this is not so. For it is not about releasing source code; rather, 
it turns on recognition of the need to make the nature and 
functioning of AI-driven curation systems comprehensible 
and accessible to users. Achieving this depends, first, on the 
system’s functions being deciphered at a high level, and the 
resulting understanding then being translated and rendered 
legible for unskilled users in ways that invite and support 
non-trivial engagements with the system. This is an entirely 
new sociotechnical challenge for commercial platforms, and 
we propose the term legibility—as opposed to transparency—
to capture this process of rendering algorithmic processes 
comprehensible and accessible to users and thereby open to 
users’ engagements and interventions. This is a design philos-
ophy to which platforms, and the AI community at large, have 
not yet risen. If achieving this legibility might appear onerous, 
then it also potentially represents one of the most import-
ant regulatory interventions to correct existing asymmetries of 
information and power between platform operators and users 
in relation to recommendation systems, potentially empow-
ering both consumers and artists. We would add here the 
generative potential for perspectives from science and tech-
nology studies (STS) to be brought directly into dialogue with 
AI curation engineers to achieve the kinds of legible, open 
systems we are advocating. Just this kind of interdisciplin-
ary bridging between STS and engineering is envisaged by 
Peter-Paul Verbeek when writing on the politics and ethics 
of technological design, with the goal of fostering critical 
and reflexive paradigms in which “the ethics of engineering 

design… take more seriously the moral charge of technologi-
cal products and rethink the moral responsibility of designers 
accordingly” (Verbeek 2006, 379).

By proposing the regulation of a mandate for legibility into the 
design of AI-based recommendation and curation systems, we 
highlight how the technical processes and sociotechnical asso-
ciations underpinning the systems should be made compre-
hensible and accessible in non-trivial ways to non-technical 
users. At the simple end, this might take the form of flagging 
that a playlist is automatically rather than humanly generated, 
or results from a combined practice; at the more complex end, 
it might mean making legible the sonic features and algorith-
mic processes underlying the system’s operationalization of 

“similarity.”

Greater legibility over the internal processes and function-
ing of algorithmic curation systems might fuel an additional 
step: it could enable, and be accompanied by, the regulatory 
goal of requiring the delegation of greater and more diversified 
controls over recommendation systems to users—to consum-
ers, but also to artists and creative communities. It might 
even mandate the design of systems open to diverse, entirely 
unforeseen user practices (Akrich 1992). Thus, in addition to 
the previous consequences—e.g. flagging whether a playlist 
is automatically or humanly generated, or making legible the 
sonic features and algorithms fuelling “similarity”—legibility 
might engender system designs that empower users to select 
their own criteria or principles on which basis to organize or 
order a given musical space curatorially.

i. Regulating to give consumers controls: Currently, recom-
mender systems are optimized for user retention and content 
hours. Instead, regulation could attempt to empower users 
through specifying industry-wide measures intended to 
encourage more diverse modes of cultural circulation by 
diversifying the nature of user interfaces and their modes 
of address and by delegating varying degrees and kinds 
of controls to users. What if music recommendation was 
built not on a logic of “similarity” but of burgeoning kinds 
of diversity, to be specified, selected, or developed by 
the user? This would be to design “co-production” into 
recommendation systems, while also making the intellec-
tual and creative work of curation itself more legible. It 
would celebrate, valorize, and expand upon the creative 
role of curator, DJ, or playlist creator.

ii. Regulating to give artists and creative communities controls: 
Automated recommendation and curation would also 
benefit from regulatory attention to the problematic ways 
in which decisions are currently made about cultural 
expression without direct and conscious (not data-gen-
erated) input from the originating communities. Hence, 
curation systems might also be regulated for increased 
legibility for artists, creators, and source communi-
ties as key stakeholders––giving them levers to control, 
for example, which elements of their creative outputs 
are distributed, the contexts in which recommendation 
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of these outputs is or is not appropriate, the kinds of 
metadata attached to the outputs, or where outputs are 
placed within the system. Artists and source communi-
ties might also select how they choose to be remuner-
ated. Such approaches could carry wider entailments for 
representation and labour; for they suggest that curation 
platforms might be required to have a duty to creators 
and source communities (especially vulnerable ones) to 
diversify the social representation driving their practices, 
not just through ever-wider data gathering techniques but 
by hiring creators from marginalized communities into 
decision-making, curating, and coding positions. The 
premise here is that greater social diversity of designers 
and coders is likely to have effects on the nature of the 
algorithms and software developed. Of course, we would 
refute any mechanical essentialism here: such effects 
cannot be guaranteed.

c. Transparency to enable regulatory means of monitoring, 
auditing, and evaluating platforms: This final sub-category 
addresses how transparency must be required of corporate 
platforms in order for services, targets, and performance to be 
monitored, audited, and evaluated by regulators. Transparency 
of this kind encompasses both the previous sub-categories. 
The challenge is that both kinds of information (consumer data 
and algorithmic processes) have been considered proprietary 
and form the basis of the platforms’ business models. From the 
vantage point of this white paper, however, given the current 
imbalance of information and power, we assert a new principle: 
if existing business models entail the erection of what have 
now come to be seen as unacceptable proprietary walls around 
the aggregation, reuse, and sale of personal data, or unaccept-
ably opaque algorithmic processes, then the logical implication 
is that these models will have to be systematically challenged 
by regulation, and changed.

A more radical approach to regulating the structural asym-
metries of power built into the platforms’ big data economy, 
implied by this principle, would be fundamentally to ques-
tion the basic premise that personal data should routinely be 
commercially expropriated and traded at all—with or without 
the knowledge and legal consent of the individuals involved. Is 
it time to assert the contrary principle, both legal and ontolog-
ical: that personal data are—or should be made—inalienable, 
a derivative of the person from whom they emanate and whom 
they reductively describe or perform (Prey 2018)?

Today, transparency and accountability are often invoked in bad 
faith as primary solutions to serious ethical concerns about the 
behaviour of corporate platforms and big tech companies. Yet, 
as Marilyn Strathern argues, mandates of transparency often 
fail to bring about insight into actual institutional or techno-
logical performance, since “everything that is brought to the 
surface is then deliberately hidden inside again” (Strath-
ern 2000, 314-8). Mandates of transparency therefore often 
exacerbate the very problems they are intended to mitigate: 
demands for “more user information” can be satisfied by cyni-
cal “data dumps,” or through interfaces that provide only 

superficial access or insight. Accountability, in turn, through 
its key instrument, auditing, often generates performances 
of accountability that are ruled, ironically, by unintelligible 

“KPIs” (key performance indicators); indeed, “auditing claims 
to deliver an ideal of transparency,” yet its criteria are vague 
and “the audit process itself is often opaque, closed to public 
scrutiny” (Born 2005, 238).

To achieve the equitable outcomes for artists and audiences 
sought by this report, regulation for legibility, transparency, 
and accountability must therefore anticipate the likelihood 
of ambiguities, evasions, and trickster moves in compliance. 
Policy must be unambiguous about its aims to make curation 
and recommender systems accessible, legible, responsive, and 
socially, culturally and ethically responsible through specific 
and actionable guidelines that go beyond the usual platitudes 
about making them “more transparent” or “more diverse.”

Diversity of content, and of sources

As a recent Canadian government report puts it, “quantity of 
content does not equal diversity of content.” Thus, “although 
more and more cultural content is being produced and expe-
rienced, it may be more challenging for citizens to find or be 
exposed to a diversity of content” (GCR 2019, 2). Relying on 
existing algorithmic curation and recommendation systems, 
users may be exposed only to content sourced from culturally 
dominant countries and regions, biasing exposure away from 
minority genres and cultures. Moreover, such algorithms lead 
to “filter bubble” or “echo chamber” effects whereby consum-
ers are provided with content that stems from the system’s 
profiling of their existing tastes and interests, narrowing expo-
sure and reducing the diversity of cultural encounters—without 
the mechanisms for that narrowing or filtering being publicly 
available or understood. Artists and musicians lacking signifi-
cant industry backing, moreover, face challenges of raising the 
visibility of their work and gaining fair or sustainable remu-
neration for it. The effect is that only a minority of artists and 
source communities gain the means and incentives to distrib-
ute and sell their cultural goods in the digital environment.

Regulation for diversity in AI-driven cultural curation platforms 
should take into account two related dimensions of the prob-
lem. The first concerns the diversity of cultural content made 
available and promoted via curation and recommendation. A 
key challenge here revolves around the scientific fields respon-
sible for developing the techniques embodied in recommenda-
tion systems—in music, the field of music information retrieval 
(MIR). It is an accepted strand of criticism within the MIR 
community that the techniques and parameters it employs tend 
to derive from and reflect globally dominant areas of commer-
cial popular music. Yet those techniques and parameters are 
applied in powerful curation algorithms as though they were 
applicable universally—with inevitable de-pluralizing effects. 
So, one imperative to increase the diversity represented in 
music recommendation is for MIR radically to expand its musi-
cal referents and parameters (which is already an incipient 
debate in the field itself) (Born 2020).
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The second diversity vector potentially amenable to regula-
tion concerns the sources of digital content and the need for a 
much wider range of source communities, regions, and creative 
labour to be represented and made available. However, this 
requires care and caution. Marginalized communities, Indig-
enous communities, hypervisible (Reddy 1998), and histor-
ically exploited communities also require protection from 
incursions on their autonomy. Curation—including both inclu-
sion and classification without consent—can be a violent or 
disrespectful act. It may be that the UNCHR’s recognition of 
rights of cultural survival, and of the need for IP protections 
for traditional knowledge and traditional cultural expression, 
can provide leverage here through the principle that traditional 
knowledge and cultural survival involve the right to make deci-
sions about which aspects of one’s culture are put into circu-
lation or otherwise made available. This might well become 
possible through regulating for the legibility of AI-based cura-
tion and recommendation systems, in that, as detailed earlier, 
such systems might be required in future to give artists 
and artistic communities levers to exert controls over which 
elements of their creative outputs are distributed (if any), in 
what contexts, how they are placed, and how they are remu-
nerated. Indeed, if we understand cultural survival and, even 
better, flourishing to imply not only the survival of works of 
culture but the existence of conditions to enhance the survival 
and flourishing of the communities from which such cultural 
works derive, it follows that members of originating cultural 
communities should be given due representation in the terms 
of participation and decision-making roles. It means, finally, 
that those artists and communities who deem the online cura-
tion of their cultural output to be deleterious to their ongoing 
flourishing should have the means to veto its curation.

At base, AI-driven curation poses the core challenge of updating 
traditional content regulation for the era of machine learning, so 
as to address automated cultural curation and correct existing 
biases in representation. But it also requires content regula-
tion to be updated by reference to the present public embrace 
of principles of equality and equity for under-represented and 
marginalized artists and communities. In principle, then, as 
well as acting on the negative critique of biases and of the mis- 
and under-representation of some areas of content, regulatory 
intervention should espouse positive expansion of both kinds 
of diversity outlined above: diversity of content, and of sources. 
The two are not reducible to each other, and such interventions 
would increase exposure to, and the visibility and discoverability 
of, under-represented types of content and source communi-
ties by mandating editorial processes built into the functioning 
of algorithms themselves. This is the novel challenge posed by 
AI-based curation.

Artists’ and creators’ interests—remuneration beyond copyright

Numerous problems exist presently with respect to how artists 
and creators are remunerated by curation platforms (Hesmond-
halgh 2020). As an indicator, the distribution of royalties for 
music streaming sites favours superstar artists. Most streaming 
sites work on a percentage of revenue model (although Deezer 

has recently moved to what they call a “user-centric payment 
system”) such that artists receive a percentage of revenues 
generated by the site that corresponds to the percentage of 
streams they generate. Given that users pay a fixed amount to 
stream an unlimited number of songs, the system can drown 
out smaller artists and leave them with a small portion of the 
revenues for any streams their music receives. Exacerbating 
this situation is the lack of transparency in how royalties are 
calculated and distributed. Recommendation systems are 
often designed in such a way that they perpetuate the rich-get-
richer effect, compounded by the “cold start” problem, strate-
gies such as “hit song science,” and the targeting of music to 
consumers based on existing music consumption—all of which 
narrows the opportunity for new music discovery and weak-
ens the incentives for new and innovative artists to emerge 
on these platforms. As the Canadian government report cited 
before puts it, in the area of remuneration significant obsta-
cles exist “in the form of a lack of data from platforms, a lack 
of standards for rights management, and the sheer scale and 
power of online platforms, which far outpaces that of individual 
creators or collectives” (GCR 2019, 6-7).

As a result, a number of regulatory options might be considered 
in order to achieve greater equality, fairness, and transparency 
with regard to the remuneration of artists, source communities, 
and creative industries, thus boosting their economic sustain-
ability. Copyright and its limits should be one focus: presently, 
individual artists have little power in negotiations over copyright 
terms with the big tech companies and major curation plat-
forms, as well as in their attempts to have copyright infringe-
ments enforced. In this light, policy might support the creation 
of copyright collectives to represent large groups of creators 
and increase their bargaining power in dealings with the plat-
forms and tech firms. In addition, a burden should be placed 
on platforms to be more transparent in terms of remuneration 
as a prerequisite for greater equity. Thus, in the context of a 
chronic lack of understanding about how the platforms’ remu-
neration schemes function, regulation should oblige platforms 
to provide the necessary information in accessible and compre-
hensible form so that content creators are equipped with the 
knowledge and skills to derive due remuneration from their 
works. Copyright itself as a source of remuneration might even 
be reconsidered, given its limitations—for example, its indi-
vidualistic framing of the economics of creativity, such that it 
cannot reflect the complex divisions of labour of many areas of 
creative practice, and its inability to protect the cultural and 
intellectual property of collective creative communities, such 
as those of Indigenous groups. Policy might propose alternative 
economic models to complement copyright, such as taxation 
of curation platforms to provide funds to support artists and 
creative communities, or remunerating the presence of content 
on platforms as opposed to the current focus on consumption 
or use. In sum, innovation to develop alternative economic 
models is urgently required from regulators, designed so as to 
offer incentives for adopting, and synergies with, the principles 
outlined in previous sections.
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We want finally to acknowledge the pressing need for empiri-
cal research to expand our understanding of the major trends 
in AI-influenced curation that we have touched on. To take four 
examples: 

1. We need research that explores alternative economic 
models such as those outlined in the previous section, 
with an eye to their likely consequences in terms of 
supporting the sustainability and flourishing of a more 
diverse and extensive population of artists and creative 
communities than at present. 

2. We require deep and longitudinal studies of the evolu-
tion of content diversity on platforms like Spotify, 
Apple Music, and Amazon, as well as the forces weigh-
ing against or in favour of greater content diversity. 

3. The world and its cultural resources will benefit, as we 
have argued, from a more diverse institutional ecol-
ogy supporting AI-based curation and recommenda-
tion, including alternative design philosophies and 
market strategies that might be pursued by non-profit 
and public service media organizations guided by ethical 
principles. 

4. Above all, we require horizon-scanning research on the 
medium- and long-term consequences for both artists 
and users of the radical experiments in cultural cura-
tion, distribution, and experience unleashed by AI 
technologies—consequences that have largely been 
overlooked by research and policy to date.

8. DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
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